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Description

Hello,

In the process to upgrade our Gforge, I'm definitively impressed by the work achieved in Redmine and looking for the implication it

would mean to migrate to it.

Compared to all the advantages it provides, I still see two drawbacks compared to gforge:

- the lack of mailing list management yet this can be handle on a separate mailman/sympa server without too much constraints

- no support for a web site repository associated to each project (in addition to the wiki) then reachable at

http[s]://{projectname}.{domainname}.

This second point is critical for us. Do you think it can be integrated in the future or Redmine?

History

#1 - 2010-01-22 11:49 - Felix Schäfer

I'm quite sure this is out of the scope redmine delves in, but I think the Redmine.pm authentication module for apache and a good apache config

would be a really good start for something like this. You could even try to write a plugin to ease some aspects of the management of the associated

webpage.

#2 - 2010-07-09 14:57 - Felix Schäfer

- Status changed from New to Closed

- Resolution set to Wont fix

Ok, I'll call this out of scope and material for a plugin. I have a sympa similarly set up to what you seem to be thinking about for mailing lists, the

homepage part could be achieved with some combination of one sub-URL with DAV access and one just serving the page or something. Please open

a forum thread if you need help with that, we might be able to point you in the right direction.
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